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Introduction

This paper discusses planning as an interactive process with other

activities in relation to a statewide program of instructional improvement.

fhe program -- School Improvement Through Instructional Process (SITIP) --

was initiated by the Maryland state education agency (SEA) in late 1980,

with local implementation beginning in the fall of 1981. Four research-

based instructional processes were selected: Active Teaching, dlveloped by

Good and Grouws; Mastery Learning, developed by Bloom and Block; Student

Team Learning, developed by a team at Johns Hopkins University; and Teaching

Variables, developed by a team at Research for Better Schools. Educators

hoped that implementation of one or more of these innovations would improve

teachers' effectiveness and increase student achievement.

SITIP is a voluntary program which encourages cross-hierarchical

participation in all phases; provides support to local education agencies

(LEAs) in the form of training, assistance, and small grants; and recognizes

that successful implementation of innovations is influenced by many factors

-- not the least of which is local commitment which is related to a sense

of ownership generated during planning. From the LEA perspective, the

literature on planning states that this activity is "context bound" and

"situationally oriented" (Lotto, et al., 1980) requiring adaptability that

reflects political realities and also allows for the flexibility needed at

the level of implementation (Boyd & Crowson, 1981). This suggests a need

for open-systems planning. However, many LEAs traditionally develop plans

with a product orientation, rather than engage in planning with a process



orientation. Also, local plans developed in response to SEA initiatives

may not result in implementation (but only in a lip-service compliance).

Therefore, Maryland's program, while focusing on the substance of the

classroom improvement strategies to be adopted, engaged participants in an

evolving planning process which facilitated the improvement of plans as

knowledge of the program increased, and which was designed to lead to real

implementation.

Evaluation Design

By examining the activities of staff of the Maryland SEA and of

educators in 19 of the 24 LEAs, we attempt to answer the following ques-

tions:

What were the SEA policies and practices influencing LEA planning?

How did LEA staff plan?

What were the major characteristics of local plans?

How did local plans and planning processes change over time?

What were the relationships among planning, training and implemen-

tation?

Data were collected between December 1980 and June 1982 by process

observation of SEA meetings and formal SEA-initiated events, site visits to

schools and district offices, interviews, questionnaires, and a general

survey. In addition, program materials and all local plans were'analyzed

(original and revised versions); assessment was made of the extent to which

implementation matched plans; and attendance records were analyzed to

determine role group participation (sustained over 18 months). Critical

events included awareness conferences, summer workshops, follow-up seminars,

and spring and fall planning sessions.

4
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Of the 24 counties (LEAs) in Maryland, 19 were involved in the program, all

of which provided data and eight of which were also involved in site visits

by the researchers. Data were collected from over 50% of the local educators

involved. (Total numbers in the program were: nearly 700 teachers, over

65 school administrators, over 20 central office staff.)

Qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed by topic, by county,

and by role group for each key process -- training, planning, and implemen-

tation.*

Results

While the focus of this paper is on local plannirg, it is also necessary

to review SEA activities since the interaction between the two organizational

levels (state and local) was highly irifluential. Therefore, results are

first presented within the chronological framework of the SITIP design.

SEA Initiatives and LEA Activities

The SITIP design is presented in Figure 1. The nine areas of activity

included six that are fairly common in educational change efforts: 1) SEA

preparation, 2) building initial local commitment, 3) conducting awareness

training, 4) local planning, 5) implementation, and 6) dissemination or

expansion. In addition, SEA staff provided technical assistance (including

on-site coaching), follow-up training, and assessment of progress and

impact (conducted by a third party using an action research model to allow

*For a full report of the complete study, see Roberts, J. M. E.,
Kenney, J., Buttram, J., & Woolf, B. Instructional improvement in Maryland:
A study of research in practice. Philadelphia: Research for Better
Schools, Inc., 1982. (Also submitted to ERIC.)
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1

MSDE Preparation
(open-systems planning)

Initial Commitment
(of local teams)

Awareness Conferences
(content and design

information)

Technical Assistance
(coaching)

1

Follow-up Training

Assessment of Progress
and Impact

Local Proposals and Plans
(with allowance for biannual

or annual up-dates)

I

Dissemination
(expansion)

Figure 1. The SITIP Design: An Interactive Model for Program Improvement
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for regilar and frequent review of data with appropriate program revisions).

These activities were interactive, as is illustrated by the chronology of

events summarized in Table 1. The discussion that follows reviews SEA

initiatives directly related to local plans and planning, and local

responses to those initiatives.

Preparation and commitment. Influenced by the research on planned

change which indicates the desirability of cross-hierarchical participation

in planning and implementation, with involvement of members sustained over

time, the SEA asked LEA superintendents to make certain commitments such

as: 1) attendance at all four awareness conferences by up to eight persons

from each LEA including a board member, some central office staff, a princi-

pal, and teachers from the same school as the principal; 2) submission of a

local proposal to implement one or more of the innovations if there was

sufficient local need or interest; 3) attendance by local team members at

key events initiated by the SEA to facilitate implementation, once the SEA

approved support for a local plan; and 4) actual implementation of the

innovation as planned (including evaluation), for LEAs choosing to_partici-

pate.

Of the 24 LEAs, 20 expressed interest in SITIP and sent teams to the

awareness conferences. Subsequently, 19 submitted proposals and implemented

selected innovations.

Request for proposals. Following the four awareness conferences, the

SEA invited LEAs to submit non-competitive proposals for adoption and

implementation of one or more of the four instructional processes. Districts

were provided with proposal development guidelines that contained eight

5



Table 1

SITIP Chronology of Events
December 1980 - September 1982*

Activity Area SEA Activities LEA Activities Dates

Planning Preparation/program design Julv - October 1980

Invitation for lacal commitment Review, response of commitment October November 1q0

Training Four awareness conferences Attendance of teams at awareness
conferences

December 1980 - Feb. 19(11

Planning Rquest for local proposals Submission of proposals (19 LEAN) March - April 191

Assessment Analysis of local response to
conferences and of proposals

April 1981

Planning Four spring planning sessions Attendanee at spring planning
sessions

April - !,%iy 1981

Assessment Analysis of local response to
spring planning sessions

May 19E,1

Training Four summer institutes Attendance at institutes June - ful, 1981

Planning Fall planning session Attendance at session, revision
of plans

September - ::ovenber 19S1

Technical Follow-up training sessions Attendance at follnw-ups Sept. 1981 - June 19'2

Assistance (1 or 2 per innovation) plus
on-site coaching etc.

.mplementation Use of one or more innovations Sept. 1181 - June 1962.

(19 LEAs)

Assessment Analvsis of progress to date

af findinrs

Oct. 1981, then mAitblv.

Aveus:-. :982

Plannine Invitation to update or refine
plans

Revision of plans (plus inclusion
of 5 more LEAs)

August - 5yptcrber 1!62

--Irlr, School Improvement Through Tcstructional Process. The SEA supports local implementation through June 1981,

with n-going training, technical assistance, and assessment. However, this report relates onlv to activities up

to the beginning of the 1982 school year.



issues to be addressed in the local school district submissions: 1)

deciding factors in selection of schools, 2) deciding factors in selection

of curriculum areas, 3) deciding factors in selection of implementation

strategies, 4) evaluation criteria or methods, 5) analysis of Year 1

implementation tasks, 6) progress monitoring procedures, 7) dissemination

procedures for Year 1 results, and 8) budget. Proposals were submitted to

MSDE by 19 districts by mid-April. All districts applying for SITIP funds

were awarded monies for local projects.

Twelve of the 19 districts (63.15%) elected to implement only one of

the four innovations; the remaining seven districts (36.85%) decided on

combinations of two or three of the innovations. The most selected

innovations were Teaching Variables (47.37%) and Student Team Learning

(42.11%). Districts proposed implementation for all curriculum areas with

a focus on basic skills. Three LEAs proposed implementation only in

elementary grades, two only in junior high schools, five only in senior

high schools. The remaining nine LEAs proposed to involve both elementary

and secondary grades.

Nine criteria were identified by local school districts as influential

in their selection of schools. Approximately two-thirds of the districts

(68.42%) selected schools in which to implement SITIP on the basis of staff

commitment. A third of the districts (36.84%) considered particular

features or characteristics of individual schools (context). Other factors

included the school's participation in the awareness conferences (15.79%);

the relevance of the selected innovation to identified needs (15.79%);

availability of necessary resources (15.79%); and the potential for

research or dissemination (31.58%).

7
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Seven factors were identified by school districts in their selection

of curriculum areas to be included in SITIP. Over two-fifths of the

districts (42.11%) indicated that their selection was influenced by the

district's identification of student needs in particular curriculum areas.

Staff interest and availability contributed to the selection of curriculum

areas in approximately one-fourth of the districts (26.32%). Other factors

identified by districts included: original SITIP presentation at the

awareness conference addressed the selected curriculum area (15.79%); the

incompleteness of available research in selected curriculum area (5.26%);

the compatibility of the selected curriculum area with the chosen innova-

tion (10.53%); and characteristics of the curriculum area organization in

the selected school (10.53%).

Four implementation strategies were described in LEA proposals:

The lighthouse school strategy, selected by 68.42% of the LEAs,
focuses implementation in a single school. Success may be broad-
cast informally and additional schools may elect to adopt the
innovation, but no formal commitment is made by central office
staff to actively encourage or train others.

The feeder school strategy, selected by two LEAs (10.53%) begins
with a lighthouse site then expands up through grade levels as the
initial student population progresses.

The capacity building strategy, selected by two LEAs, is essentially
a staff development approach which encourages voluntary implementa-
tion following training conducted by staff first involved in SITIP.

The pilot/district strategy, selected by two LEAs, involves one or
a few schools in the first year, with commitment from central
office staff to become actively involved in dissemination/implemen-
tation to many more schools in subsequent years if the the pilot
sites experience success.

One LEA did not specify a strategy. In general, plans suggested limited

scope and intensity of implementation.

8



Evaluation procedures included verification/observation by administra-

tors (60.42% of the LEAs) and use of standardized tests (63.16%). Other

techniques included surveys of teaching staff (42.11%), progress update

meetings or reports (42.11%), surveys of participating students (31.58%),

teacher-constructed testing of student performance (26.32%), analysis of

various student indices such as attendance, discipline referrals, or grades

(15.79%), and parent or community surveys (10.53%). Approximately two-

thirds of the districts proposing to implement Teaching Variables planned

to examine changes in time-on-task data.

In general, the initial local proposals did not appear to reflect

sufficient understanding of the complexity or particular demands of

selected innovations to suggest successful implementation.

Spring planning. In May 1981, four planning sessions were held to

determine the agendas for the summer training institutes: a separate

planning session was held at the site of its summer institute for each of

the four innovations. The participant group at each planning session

consisted of LEA personnel who would be involved in the implemeutation of

that particular innovation. LEAs that submitted SITIP proposals to imple-

ment more than one instructional process attended all appropriate planning

sessions. Planning sessions were directed by MSDE staff that had responsi-

bility for organizing and directing the summer institutes; the actual SITIP

training consultants did not attend the planning sessions.

All four planning sessions followed the same basic four-hour agenda:

1) LEAs each reviewed their own proposals; 2) MSDE staff reviewed the SITIP

design, the four innovations and the objectives of the summer institutes;

9 1 1



and 3) participants worked in small groups to review their own knowledge

base and determine content and process needs to be addressed at the summer

institutes. This information was subsequently shared with consultants

responsible for the summer training.

Participants' ratings of the four planning sessions were generally

positive, providing strong evidence that there was adequate opportunity for

people to share their concerns about the innovations and to indicate what

they hoped to gain from the summer institutes. The Mastery Learning

planning session, in particular, received high ratings while the Teaching

Variables planning session was not as successful. Participants at all four

sessions were pleased with the opportunity to share their concerns about

SITIP. However, except for Mastery Learning participants, they consistently

rated their understanding of the objectives of the planning sessions prior

to attending relatively low, suggesting that more communication was needed

about upcoming SITIP activities.

Counties generally did not send a team composed of participants as

recommended by MSDE to the planning sessions. Of the two planning sessions

for which that kind of participant attendance data were available, only

four out of thirteen counties sent a team of at least one teacher, a

principal, and a central office supervisor.

A crosstabulation analysis of attendance at awareness conferences and

planning sessions revealed that generally more than half of those who had

attended a particular awareness conference had also attended the related

planning session. Participants of the Active Teaching planning session

demonstrated the highest incidence of joint participation, as 94% also

participated in the awareness conference.

12
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The major purposes of the planning sessions were accomplished. This

included developing a list of identifying the concerns, problems, and

questions of LEA staff related to their selected instructional process in

order that they be addressed during the summer institutes.

Fall planning session. In September 1981, MSDE asked representatives

of the LEA teams to meet to rewrite their original proposals according to a

common format. Three factors influenced the decision to conduct the

September meeting: 1) as a result of greater understanding provided by the

summer institute training, several LEAs decided to revise their plans; 2)

county office and SEA staff were interested in knowing what each LEA

planned to do, and wanted ilformation presented systematically and more

comprehensively than had been done in the initial proposals; and 3) MSDE

staff assigned as technical assistants (TAs) wanted an opportunity to meet

and plan with LEA staff for local implementation and follow-up activities.

The format for the plans was the Promising Educational Practices

Submittal (PEPS) form designed by MSDE staff involved in Title IVc programs.

This single page form required basic identification information, and then

statements relating to: purpose, target population, general description of

program activities, staff development, evaluation, resources or services

available to other LEAs, and budget.

At the fall planning session, following a review of the PEPS form,

participants divided into groups, each led by two SEA staff assigned as TAs

for that innovation. Time was then spent refining or revising local plans

and planning follow-up training and assistance activities.

Final PEPS forms were subsequently submitted to the SEA, duplicated,

and distributed to all LEA superintendents.



Although LEAs had been asked to send three-person cross-hierarchical

teams to the fall planning session, most sent fewer than three people, and

several participants had not attended previous events. About half of the

active implementers surveyed in June 1982 had attended the September

planning session, 54.95% of whom were teachers, 27.47% school-based adminis-

trators, and 17.58% central office staff.

Analysis of finalTlans (PEPS). PEPS forms were ,malyzed to determine

the extent to which plans had been refined or revised. Preliminary analysis

focused on the areas of information specified on the form: purpose, target

population, content areas, general program, staff development, eveluation,

and dissemination.

The majority of school districts stated that the SIT1P project WAS

adopted for the purpose of improving classroom management and instructioe

in order to Increase student achievement. Of the 19 counties, 14 stated

explicitly that the purpose was to impact student achievement. The remaining

five 1.EAs expected to impact teacher behavior to varying degrees through

staff development and aimed more for general inutructiottal improvemeet,

although student achievement wnn Implied.

The target Topulation and content areas did not change much. Across_

all innovettone basic skills subjects were the most common focus: mathe-

matics selected by ten LEAH, language arts ee1ected by eight, and reading

by four. Ten counties Included elementary grades (grades 1-5) in their

plans and 14 included secondary grades (grades 6-12), with five counties

including both elementary end secondary grades and five focusing

exclusively on senior high school (grades 9-12).

1 4
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The general pyganindescriitions included reference to the innovations

to be implemented, implementation strategies, scope and intensity. Four of

the 19 LEAn elected to implement moro than one innovation. Of those four,

two chose to implement three innovetiona and two LEAn each chose to imple-

ment two innovations. Active Teaching was selected by five LEAH; Mastery

Learning was selected by six LEAs; Student Team Learning was selected by

eight LEAs; Teaching Variables was selected by nix LEAH. one ot which

planned to use it in conjunction with Active Teaching and another planned

to use im a monitoring or back-up syatem for Mastery Learning. Three LEAH

decided not to implement Teaching Variables tis originally planned.

Of the original implementation strategies, three wore retained. The

"feeder school" strategy was dropped. A fourth strategy -- district-wide

for all elementary classes -- evolved. Select(on WAR AS follows: 1) the

lighthouse strategy Was planned for eleven LEAs (two of which used other

strat('gien for different innovations); 2) the pilot/district strategy was

planned for four LEAs (one of which also used the lighthouse strategy for

another innovation); 1) the capacity building strategy was planned for live

LEAs (ono of which Ano used the lighthouse strategy); and 4) one LEA

planned to use the district-wide strategy.

Planned scope ranged from ail (over 400) teachers in all (26) elemen-

tary schools using an innovation for mathematics for half the school yenr,

to two classes in n single school using an innovation for reading for half

the school yenf. Where the focus was on staff development on many as 1,000

teachers were to be offered training with a hope that 500 would try the

innovntion sometime over the two-year implementation period, to an few an

102 of the teachers in one school trained and encouraged to use the innova-

tion.

13 15



in almost all cases, plans indicated that LEAs would conduct some

orientation and _inservice activities during the 1981-82 school year.

Educators who had attended the summer institutes conducted by the SEA were

designated as turnkey trainers, with teachers or central office staff more

likely to take the role than principals.

Descriptions of evaluation procedures were more specific on the PEPS

forms thanln the original proposals, with almost all LEAs planning to

measure change in student achievement either through standardized or

teacher-made tests. Other methods were clarified. Three sites planned to

use Teaching Variables as an evaluation method.

In response to the question of dfssemitiptjon, most I,EAs stated that

they would share information with interested others, but much depended on

the first year's results.

The PEPS format allowed for greater detail and uniformity among plans

than had the original format. However, there were still differences among

1,EAs in terms of the quality and amount of information provided. The

greatest weakness related to evaluation

Discussion

The discussion that follows is based on comparative analysis of

various data. The following areas are examined: participation, participant

evaluation of activities initiated by the SEA, comparison of initial

proposals and PEPS plans, and relationship of planning to training and

implementation.

Participation

The SEA encouraged LEAs to involve representatives of all three role

groups (teachers, school administrators, and central office staff) in

I
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planning activities.* In all LEAs for all topics, all three role groups

were involved in planning to some extent. Of the 206 active implementers

(surveyed June 1982), 65.05% had been involved in at least one planning

activity. Of the 134 active implementers who had been involved in

planning, 50.72% were teachers, 20.9% were school administrators, and

18.66% were central office staff. Involvement in two or more planning

activities was reported by 447. of the central office staff, 85.71% of the

school administrators, and 50% of the teachers.

When data were examined by topic by county, a few instances were found

where the nature and extent of participation in planning activities was

such that implementation problems might be anticipated. The seriousness of

such problems was largely dependent on the nature of the local plan. For

instance, if an LEA had a pilot/district or district-wide strategy, it was

more important for all role groups to be involved in planning than if the

strategy focused on a single school with no intention of expansion to a

large number of sites. In general, if the LEA intention was for eventual

implementation (and institutionalization) by many teachers in several

schools, it was considered necessary for at least one representative of

each role group to have been involved in at least two of the three planning

activities. It was preferable for individuals to sustain involvement. The

discussion below identifies the extent to which representation occurred by

innovation, then by role. Implications are then reviewed.

*The three planning activities were: initial proposal development,
attendance at the spring planning session(s), and attendance at the fall
planning meeting.

17
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For Active Teaching (AT) , 52.11% of the active implementers
surveyed were involved in at least one planning activity. jri two

counties teacher representation was inntloquate*; in one county
school administrators were insufficiently reprenented; and in
another central office ataff were relatively uninvolved.

For Mastery Lenrning (ML), 62.66% of the ML nctive implementers
surveyed were involved in planning. Teacher and school administrn-
tor representation was inndequate for one LEA, and central office

reprenentntion was inadequate for two other LEAs.

For Student Tenm Learning (STL), 12.41% of the nctive implementers
surveyed were Involved in at leant one planning activity. Both

school administrntor and central office representation wan !nude-
quntv In two LEAN, and In three other LEAM central office represen-
tntion was inadequate.

For Tenching Vnriables (TV), /1.11% of thv active implementers were
surveyed involved in at leant one planning aetivity. Tenehern were

inadequntely represented in two LEAs, school ndminintrntors !nude-
)qmately repreaented in nnothet two LEAs, and centrnl otiice stuff
Inadequately represented in two LEAm (one of which also hnd under-

repreaentation for teachers).

With the. exception of AT (where only 12.5% oi proposal develop('rs were

teachers), approximately equal numbern of each role grottp were involved In

proposnl development for °Itch topic. Again with the exception 01 AT,

teachers outnumbered other role groups at the apring planning seasiona. At

the tall pinnning, teachers outnumbered other role groupa tor n11 topics

except TV.

Lack of teacher representation In planning -- tor any topic or Imply-

mentntion strategy -- required other LEA staff to spend energy on commu-

nicntion nnd commitment-building to bring about successfnl implementation.

This occurred In fonr LEAs, one of which needed to do this for two topics.

*Inadequate role represented at only one, or none of the planning

activitien.
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Lack ot school ade-Aistrator representation occurred in six LEAs -- in

three cases resulting from reassignments and requiring other LEA stntt to

orient new principals. lo one cane, it WAH relntively unimportant since it

teacher-coordinstor provided school leadership. In two eases (both STL)

the burden of implementation was placed on tenchers, with -- In one ot the

two LEAs -- training And support the responsibility of central office

ntall.

Central office stnil were under-represented in six LEAs, three ot

which planned multiple topic implementation. Two of those LEAs hnd light-

honse school strntegies requiring little Involvement ot central office

stall', and the third hnd n lighthouse ntrstegy for ono topic and is capncity

bnIldIng strategy tor the other, both with school-brined coordinstors. In

the other three LEAs, two hnd lighthouse strstegies with school-based

coordinators, but the third had a cnpacity bnilding design which

did require central ()Mee staff involvement. In thst county, low

participation by thnt role group in planning predicted some Implementatlon

problems.

Overall portIrlpstion patterns (looking nt both pInnning and training

activities) In the context ot local plans, indicsted that eleven LEAs would

have no Implementation problems canned by InnpproprIste representation.

Attention to teseher rommitment might be needed for AT in two LEAH, ML In

one LEA, And TV in two LEAs. School administrators in at h.arrt one county

involved In each innovation might need information and encouragement to

support their tenchers. Attention to central office stall Involvement might

be needed lor STL Ili two LEAs. Only in three counties wns pnrtivipntion

17



such that, when combined with factors such as staff reassignment, and

examined in the context of local plans, problems of implementation would

put a heavy burden on one particular role group.

Participant Evaluation of Planning Activities

Only the spring planning sessions were formally evaluated by partici-

pants. Overall means (on a five-point scale on six criteria) ranged from

3.79 (Tv) to 4.53 (ML), indicating that, in general, participants considered

that the session activities satisfactorily met their objectives. The

weakest point (with the exception of ML) was that participants had not

fully understood session objectives beforehand. The strongest point was

that participants felt that they had adequate opportunity to express

interests and concerns that should be addressed at the summer institutes.

Data were collected by observation and interviews from participants of

the fall planning session and central office staff who did not attend but

were involved in rewriting local plans. In several cases local educators

considered the task of rewriting, using the PEPS format, a waste of time

and thought the activity to be political rather than practical. However,

most people involved in planning recognized that one-page summaries using a

common format would provide the information requested by LEA superintendents.

Participants of the fall planning session benefited most from the opportunity

to clarify their own plans (especially when there had been staff reassign-

ments) and to share ideas with other LEAs. They also appreciated the

opportunity to suggest ideas and schedules for follow-up activities.

2u
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Comparison of initial Proposals and PEPS Plans

Since the information requested and provided in the initial proponals

differed from the PEPS proposals, comparisons could only ht, made In three

areas: nelection of innovations, scope and strategies of implementation,

and evaluation procedures.

Ipnovations. Four counties made changes from thv initial proposal to

the PEPS torm: throe deciding to implement a mingle innovation instead of

a combination including Teaching Variables. Another retained Teaching

Variables as a support to Mastery Learning. The complicated coding proce,

(Imo usod to measure time-on-task, the time required to make clansroom

observations, and the possibility oi negative toncher reactions to the

observational process were some of the reasons counties decided against

using the Teaching Variables process.

Scope and intyosi.ty. The PEPS plans gave greater depth ot information

than dld the initial proposals and In some easeA comparisons nre difficult.

However, some general comparisons can be made.

In curricula there was much IeNN specificity In the spring than there

was in the fall. In thv former case, 1? LEA.. used general terms such as

basic skills (4) , any or all sublects (5), and all basic academic sublects

(1). while in the tall plans only three LEM; suggested that any/all

sublects would be addressed. References to specific subjects increased

from the spring to the fall plans:

mathematics -- from h to 16

language arts -- from 4 to 10

science/biology -- from 1 to 6

social studies -- from I to 6.
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Reading, mentioned by four LEAs in the spring, was mentioned by four in the

fall. Nutrition was dropped, and foreign language and special education

were added.*

No changes were made in grade levels selected by nine LEAs. Six LEAs'

fall plans had fewer grade levels involved than initially, five counties

eliminating one or more elementary grades and one county going from all

grades to grades 1-4. Two counties added senior high school grades, and

one county -- for staff development -- offered to involve all grade levels

instead of the initial K-5 planned.

Stratesies. Strategies of implementation were much more clearly

explained in the PEPS, but only at six sites were strategies actually

changed. Three counties changed from a lighthouse school strategy to the

pilot/district strategy which means that if the process is successful in

the first school, other schools will be actively encouraged by central

office staff to become involved. Two LEAs changed from a feeder school

strategy to capacity building in which staff are trained and then conduct

training for others. One LEA changed from building district capacity to a

lighthouse school.

Since the original plans did not give details of scope, little compar-

ison can be made in terms of instructional time spent on using SITIP. Both

*It should be noted that for Active Teaching, Mastery Learning, and
Teaching Variables, developer/presenters advocated use for basic skills.
Active Teaching presentations focused almost exclusively on mathematics.
In Mastery Learning, a brief reference was made to science. In all three
cases, it was stated that the innovations are most appropriate for struc-
tured curriculum.
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original and PEPS plans suggested two yearn of implementation beginning In

September 1981.

Evaluption proveduren. The malority of counties reduced the number of.

evaluation procedures planned in the PEPS proposal. Twenty-nix 1.,vvent oi

the counties added new techniques, 68% eliminated planned tecliniquem, nnd

one LEA remained unchanged. Verifivation by principaln or nupervisors, and

ntandardized nnd teacher-made testing remnined the moot popular. In

general, evnluntion demignn, methodn and mensuren were relatively nimplo in

both nets of plann. Mont data collection on impnet wan planned tor the

nevond yenr of implementation.

Itelatipnsh,lp of P.Innnya.t.o. Traininz nnd impiymentation

By the end of the first year of local implementation, LEAs had been

involved in the throe SEA-initinted planning nctivities, three SEA-Initlated

training netivities*, nnd on-site assimtance nn needed provided by SEA

ntaii. All 19 EEAs did implement one or more of the Innovations although

some reduced planned ncope. The following findingn are of particular

interest:

At ntate and local levels plans evolved ns partivipants gained new
knowledge. Oblectivon and implementation ntrntegiem (an specified
in the fall or 1981) remained constant, hut changer.; were made In
ncope iutici selection ot innovntions.

Local proposalm written after the four awarenens conferencen (April
1981) did uot reflect sufficient understanding of the innovations
to suggest successful implementation.

*Training included: initial nwarenens conferencen at which innovationn
were reviewed by their developerm, three-day mummer inmtitutem to provide
indepth training, and follow-up conferences to meet specific lonl needs.Some LEAs also sent reprementativem to a leadership conference on tencher
effectivenemn and stnff development presented by Bari* Rosenmhine andRobert flush.

4 t)
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Summaries of plane (revised or clarified) atter the summer training
(fall 1981) reflected much greater knowledge of the innovations and
resource requirements for implementation.

Involvement in planning was encouraged for all three local role
groups (tearhers, school-hull(1ing adminintratorN, central office
staft). There were three key planning activities: proponal
development, participation in spring planning Helesionn conducted by
MSDE, and participation in fall planntng semnions (all in 1981).
Eight LEAs involved all three role groups in at least two oi the
activities for a given innovation: none of those Hites expertenced
nubsequent communication problems.

Low involvement in planning by central oftice staff (aused problems
(two LEAH -- school Rtaff discontent) only when there wan no common
understanding of: 1) the implementation ntrategy and its implicit-
ttons, or 2) leadership responsibility for assisting teachers.

Low involvement in planning by school-hased administratora (lour
nites) caused no apparent problems. (They were kept Informed by
central office staff and teachers.)

Low Involvement in planning hy teachers occurred at five sites,
with problems (overload and resistance) in two cases where Innova-
tion demandn were high and teachers' personal concernn were not
addressed early enough in implementation.

Seleetton ol innovations WAS influenced initially by the perceived
relationship between an Innovation and local interest. AN partici-
pants learned more about the, innovations some revined Relection.
(Four LEAR eventually dropped Teaching Variables.) The reason tor
reviHion wan complexity: LEAH were unwilling to invent the time
an(t energy required by such a complex innovation.

Implementation strategies determined by LEAH included: 1) distri('I

wtde (Involving all teachers in all elementary schools in one LEA),
2) pilot/district (used 1)5, four LEAs, using an Innovation In one or

tew schootH in the firmt year with central office commitment for
involvement to expand In the second year) , I) capacity building
(encouraging voluntary participation througte staff development in
five LEAs), and 4) a lighthouse strategy (single school implementa-
tion with voluntary Involvement of others attracted by the "light
of success," but no direct commitment for central office involve-
ment In ten LEAn).

Selection of school sites was influenced most hy retail. Interest
(68% of LEAH gave this reason) . Other criteria identified by LEAs
included: school characteristics (362), school staff attendance at
awareness conferences (15%), relevance of an innovation to school
need (15%), availability of resources at school (15%), and potential
for research at the school (15%). All grade levels and types ot
schools were involved, with about 75% of them elementary.

2,1
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Selection of curr
achievement (42%)
curriculum area
lum in selected
were: reading/
science (1? LE

Scope (number
Innovation e
after summe
sites.

icular areas was influenced by: levet of student
, staff interest (2(4%), relevance ot Innovntion to

(20%) , characteristics of organization of curricu-
school (10%) . The most popular curricular areas
language Arts (17 LEAH), mathematics (lb LEW.

As), and sOcifli studies (11 LEAH).

of schools, teachers, Amount Oi time IOU UMV (I I thv

tc.) was not clearly defined initially, wan claritied
r training, and modified during implementation at seven

Scope was largely determined by the strategy selected, and reflected
local commitment or felt need. Scope was influenced by innovation
complexity, with wider scope more tensible tor less complex innova-
tions.

Incremontal knowledge building with a series of interactive training
and planning Activities helped to build an accurate understanding
ot the innovation's complexity and potential rewards, and allowed
revision or retinement ot plans.

las

tIc

ring the first year, once implementation began the Innovation was
wally not adapted and the strategy did not change.

:hanges made during implementation sometimes reduced scope in °idol
to maintain quality without stressing resource allocations.

ho findings suggest that designs or plans tor instructional improvement

OSI likely t(1 be successful if: 1) participation (ot organizations)

(IUnitary, ?) communication is multi-(i imenslonal, 0 planning is Intei-

tIve with training, 4) training and technical assistance are provide(1

imPlemcntatIon. ')) "lip service compliance" Is not aecepted an

Imp I ement a t 1 011 , (4) Ild 1.01 11100 III 01 scope llre. cons I do End I ma 1' ;1011

I n I 41 1/ resour('es ava 1 I 1111 I , and /) each part 1' I pant 61111 no1110 degree

choice about his or her involvement (nature or ('xtent) in the effort.

These elements were present in SITIP.
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